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About This Content

Located in California, Lake Williams is surrounded by a stunning backdrop of dry arid land and forest-covered steep hills. Two
clusters of rocky islands at either end of the lake are great holding spots for its inhabitants, but changes in depth in open water

shouldn’t be ignored.

Lake Williams features seven different species of fish including two new species: Spotted Bass and Bluegill.

Key features include:

Over 2000 acres of lake to explore with tens of thousands of fish present

Authentic Californian venue with rocky islands to target fish

Seven species of fish including trophy-sized Largemouth and Smallmouth Bass

Two new species to catch – Spotted Bass and Bluegill
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A nice puzzle game where you collect items, trade them for other items or gold and solve the problems of people around you on
your way to become a hero. I really enjoyed it. The only negative thing is the very short play time. I 100% completed it in just 4
hours.. This was setup as a music video instead of the previous Hop Step Sing! which was more of a VR concert. As a music
video it's pretty good the scene changes were wonderful the song and dance was great. The only wierd issue was that when you
start it doesn't recenter where I'm at (it seems to just consider my play space as the center). As such I moved myself to the
center and restarted the app to fix it.

I liked this one better than the previous Hop Step Sing! The directing on this was great which in a VR experience it can be pretty
difficult. Everything was well polished and I quite liked their costumes.. Addictive and fun time waster. The Motogp 15 game
itself is a meh game, but this DLC is so great i played this game 40 hrs in about 2 weeks. Sorry not much I can say that others
didn't already cover. Game needs some work that's for sure...... Charming and well-made classic Point&Click Adventure. Great
looking art. Dialogue is a bit wordy, but thankfully, it's skippable.. pretty cool metagame with trying to figure out whats going
on behind the scenes.
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Totally silly, easy fun game. You can sit back & go whoop when you get a run of 7, 8, 9, 10, Jack & then Zombie Slap a bonus
run. Great for late nights when I'm half awake, having a drink, & resemble the Zombie Cute Blonde Rookie badge. :D. When you
cannot even be bothered to do something as simple as spell checking your own game that's where I stop.... These new levels are
really challenging. Made me think a little more that's a good thing ;) it's more rewarding when you figure it out.. Started new;
chopped wood.
Mined\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Got weapons.
Learned how to fight.
Made a house.
Defended house.
Mustered up a cult following of others.
Made a guild.
Joined an alliance.
Blew up a castle; or "keep" as its called in MO.
Built our keep in the remains of a fallen one.
Held keep for 8 months.
Lost everything at 7am due to russians and other non-timezone friendly players.

wud r8 8\/8 m8. Wood chop wood again.. Love the soundtrack! Get's you hyped everytime!!. The game reminded me resident evil,
code veronica. It looks like a classical horror survival game. I will take my time to beat it and i will keep you informed. As for now,
it seems like an oldschool horror survival game, including puzzles and gameplay. I will be back with my news, cheers to the devs for
staying around and giving big time to fix it.. the idea is fun. but it really needs to be at least 2 player. if i could run around with a
friend and be failing at making these jumps and whatnot it would be a blast. but solo just doesnt feel rewarding.
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